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Abstract

The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS-02) is a high energy particle physics experiment
that will study cosmic rays in the∼ 100MeV to 1TeV range and will be installed on the
International Space Station (ISS) for at least 3 years. A first version of AMS-02, AMS-01,
flew aboard the space shuttleDiscoveryfrom June 2 to June 12, 1998, and collected108

cosmic ray triggers. Part of theMir space station was within the AMS-01 field of view
during the four dayMir docking phase of this flight. We have reconstructed an image of
this part of theMir space station using secondaryπ− andµ− emissions from primary
cosmic rays interacting withMir . This is the first time this reconstruction was performed
in AMS-01, and it is important for understanding potential backgrounds during the 3 year
AMS-02 mission.

Key words: cosmic rays, spallation, AMS, Mir, space shuttle
PACS:13.85.Tp, 25.40.Sc, 29.30.Aj, 95.55.Vj, 95.85.Ry
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Fig. 1. Diagram of AMS-01 in the payload bay ofDiscovery. The space shuttle and AMS-01
coordinate systems are shown.

1 Introduction

The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS-02) is a high energy particle physics ex-
periment to be installed on the International Space Station(ISS). It will be mounted
on an external truss of the ISS for at least three years and collect ∼ 1011 cosmic
ray events in the∼ 100MeV to 1TeV range. The launch is currently scheduled for
2007. A first version of the AMS-02 experiment, AMS-01, flew aboard the space
shuttleDiscoveryfrom June 2 to June 12, 1998 (fig. 1). Analysis of the 97 mil-
lion cosmic ray triggers collected by AMS-01 during the flight provided valuable
measurements of cosmic rays in near earth orbit [1,2,3,4,5]. Discoverywas docked
with the space stationMir for 95 of the 235 hours of the AMS-01 flight (fig. 2).
This paper presents a reconstructed image of the part of theMir space station that
was within the AMS-01 field of view during the flight. The imageis generated
from secondaryπ− andµ− emissions detected by AMS-01 that were produced by
primary cosmic rays interacting withMir .

5



Fig. 2. The space stationMir and space shuttle shown in a docked position. The distance
from the top of thePriroda module to the shuttle payload bay is30m. The figure is to scale.
Note that there is a non-zero angle between the shuttlex-axis (fig. 1) and theMir x-axis.
Figure courtesy of NASA and taken from [6].
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Fig. 3. A schematic cross section of the AMS-01 detector showing the subdetectors.

2 The AMS-01 Experiment

A schematic of the AMS-01 detector is shown in fig. 3. AMS-01’score compo-
nents were a time-of-flight hodoscope (TOF) that determinedthe cosmic ray’s ve-
locity (β = v/c), and a silicon microstrip tracking system inside a permanent mag-
net that measured particle rigidity (R) and charge sign. The TOF resolution was
δβ/β ≈ 3% and the tracker rigidity range was100MV to 200GV for protons
with an optimal resolution ofδR/R ≈ 7% at 10GeV/c. Tracker resolution was
limited by multiple scattering and the bending power of the magnet at low and
high rigidities respectively. Energy deposits in the TOF paddles and tracker silicon
sensors determined the particle’s charge, and the probability for charge misiden-
tification betweenZ = 1 andZ = 2 particles was estimated to be< 10−4. An
anti-coincidence counter (ACC) inside the barrel of the magnet vetoed events with
secondary particles that missed the TOF detector. An Aerogel ThresholdC̆erenkov
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detector provided additional particle identifying capability. The trigger for record-
ing an event consisted of a coincidence between the upper andlower TOF planes
and an anticoincidence with the ACC scintillators. Reference [7] has a detailed
description of the AMS-01 hardware and triggering scheme.

Ionization charge from energy deposits of cosmic rays traversing the TOF scintil-
lators and silicon track sensors were digitized and recorded as hits by the readout
electronics. An offline analysis program reconstructed events from these hits after
the flight. It performed a three dimensional linearχ2 fit to the time measurements
from the TOF and the reconstructed pathlength of the cosmic ray trajectory in the
detector. The inverse slope of the fit yielded the cosmic ray’s velocity (β). The cos-
mic ray’s trajectory inside the tracking volume (magnet) was reconstructed from
the hits in the tracker by a sophisticated tracking algorithm described in [8]. It in-
cluded the effects of multiple scattering and the inhomogeneous magnetic field.
The tracking algorithm yielded 5 quantities,(x, y, θ, φ, 1/R), where (x, y) is the
impact point on the first tracker plane the particle encounters,θ andφ describes the
incident direction of the particle relative to the AMS-01 coordinate system, andR
is the rigidity. The particle mass was determined fromR andβ via:

m =
|Z|R

c

√

β−2 − 1, (1)

wherep = R for Z = 1 particles.

3 Mir as “Seen” by AMS-01

The precision silicon tracker determined the incident direction of cosmic rays to
better than a degree. The incident directions of cosmic rayswere binned according
to a projection on anx−y plane, such that an “image” is generated (fig. 4). Regions
of the sky overhead to AMS-01 were projected one-to-one to anx− y plane using
the standard transformation of arrival direction:

xpr =− sin θ cosφ

ypr =sin θ sin φ,

whereθ is the polar angle, andφ is the azimuthal angle of the incoming cosmic ray.

Fig. 5 compares projection plots ofxpr vs.ypr for downward-goingZ = −1 events
whenDiscoverywas docked and not docked withMir . During the docking phase
the precession ofMir and Discoverycaused AMS-01 to cover most of the sky.
Hence, in the absence of a co-moving source, we would expect auniform distribu-
tion of incident directions for cosmic rays, convoluted with the decreasing accep-
tance of AMS-01 at larger polar angle. However, we observe a significant excess of

8



Fig. 4. A schematic illustrating how the arrival directionsof incoming cosmic rays are
projected onto a plane such that images of co-moving cosmic ray sources can be created.

events from a specific region on the left of theMir docking phase projection plot.
This region covered0.7% of the AMS-01 acceptance.

As we will show, this excess is due to theMir space station. The vertical stripes
are events that did not have reconstructible tracks in the non-bending plane of the
tracker. The track in the non-bending plane was recovered using the spatial data
from the TOF hodoscope. Hence, the vertical stripes are artifacts of the reconstruc-
tion and not physical.

Fig. 6 shows projection plots for upward-going particles. No excess is observed
in this upward-going sample, although faint structures do appear, possibly due to
bulkheads and support members in the space shuttle airframeand the lower part of
the Unique Support Structure of AMS-01.

Cuts were applied to improve the mass determination of impinging cosmic rays.
They required agreement between the particle trajectoriescomputed from the TOF
and tracker, imposed upper limits on theχ2 of the track and velocity fits, and re-
jected events with bad tracker strips, TOF paddles, and spurious hits. These cuts
rejected events that suffered hard scattering or interactions in the detector material.
The resulting mass spectra forZ = −1 events are shown in fig. 7. Events that have
measuredβ > 1 due to the finite resolution of the TOF had a “mass” computed, as
per eq. 1, with a transformed value of velocity:1/β ′ = 2− 1/β. These events were

9



Fig. 5. Projection plots for downward-going particles withmeasured chargeZ = −1 when
Discoverywas not docked (top) and docked (bottom) withMir . Note the relative excess of
events from a clearly defined region during theMir docking phase on the left side of the
projection plot. The number of events in the top and bottom plots are674000 and647000
respectively. The corresponding rates are1.42 s−1 (top) and1.87 s−1 (bottom). The rate of
events from the excess flux region on the bottom plot is0.064 s−1 during the docking phase
and0.010 s−1 outside the docking phase. The excess flux region contains22000 Z = −1

events. The vertical stripes are explained in the text.
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Fig. 6. Projection plots for upward-going particles with measuredZ = −1 whenDiscovery
was not docked (top) and docked (bottom) withMir . No excess event regions are present
during theMir docking phase. The plot on the top has538 000 events and the one on the
bottom has389 000. The corresponding event rate is1.1 event.s−1.
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Fig. 7. Mass spectra for downward-goingZ = −1 events from the excess flux region
(a) and not from the excess flux region (b) in fig. 5. Note the large excess of events with
masses consistent withµ− andπ− from the excess region. The meaning of negative masses
are explained in the text.

tagged by assigning their computed mass a negative sign. Electrons haveβ = 1
within the TOF resolution at the energies of interest here, hence we expect the
measured mass fore− to be distributed symmetrically aroundm = 0GeV/c2.
This distribution is indeed observed in the mass spectra from cosmic rays not orig-
inating from the excess on the projection plot (fig. 7.b). This is not surprising,
sinceZ = −1 cosmic rays are dominated bye−. However, there is a large excess
of events in the0.1− 0.2GeV/c2 range from the flux excess region. A probable
source of this excess isπ− andµ− produced by high energy cosmic ray nuclei, pri-
marily protons and Helium, interacting hadronically with atomic nuclei in an object
in the vicinity of the shuttle. The cosmic ray proton flux is∼ 100 times that of the
Z = −1 electron flux, hence spallation products from cosmic ray protons could
contribute significantly to theZ = −1 flux.

The mass-resolvedµ− andπ− events shown in the mass histograms have momen-
tum in the0.2 − 0.4GeV/c range. This indicates that the co-moving source of the
excess cannot be further than several hundred meters, sincefor µ− andπ− we have
cτ = 660m andcτ = 7.8m respectively.
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Quantity Projection Plot Specifications and Images

Polar Angle ofA 54.5 ± 2.0◦ 51.5 ± 1.5◦

Polar Angle ofB 67.6 ± 1.6◦ 66.0 ± 1.5◦

α 25.7 ± 1.6◦ 26.0 ± 1.6◦

Table 1
Comparison of measurements from projection plots to engineering specifications from [6].
The errors in the second column are the estimated uncertainty in locating pointsA andB
by eye. The errors in the third column are the uncertainties due to the location of AMS-01
relative toMir .

4 Discussion

A one-to-one correspondence between the excess seen in fig. 5and the physical
layout of theMir space station was found. Fig. 8 shows a picture ofMir taken
from a porthole of a SpaceHab module at the rear of the payloadbay of the shut-
tle Endeavourwhen it docked withMir during an earlier mission (STS-89). The
SpaceHab porthole during this flight was in a similar location as AMS-01 during
theDiscoveryflight docking phase; hence the view in the picture is similarto the
view of Mir from AMS-01. Also shown is a zoom of the excess events region in the
projection plot. The correspondence between the two imagesis striking if the solar
panels in the picture are ignored. We clearly see theSoyuzspacecraft projecting
to the lower right, as well as thePriroda, Spektr, andKvant-2modules. The solar
panels presented much less material for spallation, andµ−/π− emission from them
are not visible in the projection plot, as will be shown later.

As a check whether we are indeed seeingMir , two points were chosen by inspection
on the projection plot that appear to correspond to the node of the Mir station,
labeled pointA, and the top (furthest away) part of thePriroda module, labeled
pointB. The polar angles of the points relative to the AMS-01z-axis, as well as
the angle between the shuttle’sx-axis andMir ’s x-axis,α, were estimated from
the projection plots. These quantities were also computed independently using the
dimensions of theMir modules and the space shuttle, taken from [6]. The estimates
of A, B, andα from the projection plots are compared with the computed values
in table 4. They are in excellent agreement, leading us to conclude that the excess
seen in the projection plot is indeed part of theMir space station.

The detectedµ− andπ− flux is a complex convolution of several energy and direction-
dependent functions: the time-averaged incident cosmic ray flux, the material dis-
tribution and composition of theMir space station, theπ− production cross-section,
the survival probability of theπ− andµ−, the detector acceptance, and finally the
reconstruction software efficiency. The evaluation of thiscomplex expression is be-
yond the scope of this paper; however, a simple estimate of the incident cosmic ray
energy can be made from the data as a consistency check.

13



Fig. 8. The picture on the left shows the space stationMir as seen from a porthole in a
SpaceHab module in the back of the payload bay ofEndeavourduring STS-89. Visible are
theSpektr(pointing upwards),Priroda (pointing to earth),Soyuz(black and white, pointing
to right),Kvant-2(pointing down), andKristall (pointing to left) modules. The picture was
taken from a location similar to that of AMS-01 relative toMir . The image on the right is
a zoom of the projection plot forZ = −1 events. Note the striking correspondence if the
solar panels on the picture are ignored. The pointsA andB and the angleα are discussed
in the text. Image on left is courtesy of NASA and taken from [6].
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The average reconstructed “ambient” event rate from the region covered byMir
when the shuttle is not docked with it is measured to be0.27 s−1 and0.010 s−1 for
Z = +1 andZ = −1 events respectively. The rate forZ = −1 events in the same
region increases to0.064 s−1 during the docking phase, hence the events fromMir
dominate in this region during the docking phase and occur ata rate of≈ 0.06 s−1.
This is≈ 20% of the ambientZ = +1 rate. If we approximateMir as a target of
10 cm thick aluminum10 and the inelastic cross-section for protons on aluminum
as45A0.7mbarn, whereA = 26 for aluminum [9], then it can be shown that≈ 25%
of cosmic ray protons will interact inelastically withMir . Although4He nuclei com-
pose only 20% of the cosmic ray flux at these energies,≈ 50% will interact with
Mir , at a rate50%× 25% = 13% that of the proton flux. Hence, the rate of cosmic
ray 4He and proton interactions in the region covered byMir is 25+13 ≈ 40% that
of the ambient proton flux from the same region. This implies an observed, average
π− multiplicity of 20/40 = 0.5 per interaction, assuming the detection efficiency
for Z = −1 andZ = +1 particles are the same, and that all producedπ− reach
AMS-01 asZ = −1 particles. This multiplicity requires an incident momentum for
the cosmic ray protons and4He of ≈ 5GeV/c per nucleon [10]. This is consistent
with the most probable momentum for protons that varies between1 − 15GeV/c
during the orbit due to the latitude-dependent geomagneticcutoff [7].

The solar panels can be approximated as1mm of silicon with A = 25, hence
their spallationπ− production can be approximated as1mm/10 cm = 1% that of
the rest ofMir . Since the observedZ = −1 flux from Mir is 6 times that of the
observed ambient cosmic ray electron flux, the contributionof the solar panels has
to be6% that of cosmic ray electron flux. Such a small contribution isdifficult to
detect and explains why the solar panels appear invisible onthe projection plots.

5 Conclusion

The AMS-01 experiment detected aµ− andπ− flux from cosmic ray nuclei interact-
ing with theMir space station. The precision tracker allowed the arrival directions
of cosmic rays to be binned such that an image is generated on which individual
Mir modules can be distinguished by their flux of short-livedµ− andπ−.

During the AMS-02 experiment we expect parts of the ISS and support vehicles
to be within the detector’s field of view. This result shows that we can use the
data directly, without resorting to expensive and less reliable simulation, to identify
these parts. Using a simple graphical test based on this imaging technique, affected
regions in the AMS-02 field of view may be removed from sensitive analysis.

10 This is substantially thicker than the hull ofMir , but accounts for the equipment inside
the hull.
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